
English     Worksheet    
Topic:     Punctuation   
  

A  Punctuation   has   been   omitted   in   the   following   sentences.   
Add   the   correct   punctuation   to   each   sentence   by   writing   it   in.     

    
Q1    Don’t   forget   to   bring   your   binoculars   wellington   boots   and   your   compass.   

Q2    Regrettably   it   is   not   possible   to   have   a   refund   for   the   shirt   as   it   was   on   sale.   

Q3    “   How   can   I   help   you   ”   the   guide   at   the   museum   asked   Sam.   

Q4   The   beautiful   Persian   cat   wasnt   picked   as   the   UK   Grand   Champion.   

Q5    Please   reply   to   my   message   asap   because   it   is   very   important.   

Q6 The   doctor   arrived,   with   his   enormous   bag   and   took   her   temperature   first.   

  

  
  

B  In   the   following   passage   there   are   10   punctuation   mistakes.   
 Underline    the   errors.   

  
  

I   ate   my   breakfast   in   the   small   café   next   door.   Whilst   the   wind   howled   along   the   
deserted   street   in   york.   It   wasn’t   the   best   cup   of   coffee   that   i’d   ever   tasted   but   it   was   
very   welcome   that   cold   morning.   The   waitress:   who   had   a   lovely-blue   apron   on,   
came   by   again   and   asked,   “Would   you   like   some   more   coffee.”   
“Yes   please,”   I   responded,   “Plus   two   fried   eggs’,   bacon,   tomatoes   and   mushrooms,”   
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Punctuation:   Answers   and   Explanations   

Section   A   

Q1   Don’t   forget   to   bring   your   binoculars ,    wellington   boots   and   your   compass   for   our     
            walk.     

A   comma   is   needed   between   binoculars   and   wellington   boots   to   separate   the   items   
in   a   list   (apart   from   the   last   item   which   is   connected   by   the   ‘and’.)   

  
Q2   Regrettably ,    it   is   not   possible   to   have   a   refund   for   the   shirt   because   it   was   a   sale.   

A   comma   is   needed   after   the   fronted   adverbial   ‘Regrettably’.   
  

Q3   “   How   can   I   help   you ?    ”   the   guide   at   the   museum   asked   Sam.   
There   is   a   question   mark   needed   at   the   end   of   the   question   –   before   the   last   
speech   marks.   

  
Q4   The   beautiful   Persian   cat   wasn ’ t   picked   as   the   UK   Grand   Champion.   

An   apostrophe   is   needed   in   wasn ’ t   =   was   not.   
  

Q5 Please   reply   to   my   message     ASAP    because   it   is   very   important.   
ASAP   is   an   initialism   where   the   first   letter   of   each   word   is   put   together,   but   it   is   
always   pronounced   by   saying   the   letters.   It   is   a   shortened   method   of   writing   a  
phrase   and   should   use   capital   letters.   

  
Q6  The   doctor   arrived,   with   his   enormous   bag ,    and   took   her   temperature   first.   

There   is   an   embedded   (subordinate)   clause   with   extra   information   in   this   sentence   
‘with   his   enormous   bag’   and   this   should   have   commas   before   and   afterwards   to   
separate   it   from   the   rest   of   the   sentence.   
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Punctuation:   Answers   and   Explanations   continued…   

Section   B   

I   ate   my   breakfast   in   the   small   café   next   door . 1     W 2 hilst   the   wind   howled   
along   the   deserted   street   in    y 3 ork.   It   wasn’t     the   best   cup   of   coffee   that   
i 4 ’d   ever   tasted,   but   it   was   very   welcome   that   cold   morning.   The   
waitress : 5 who   had   a   lovely - 6 blue   apron   on,   came   by   again   and   asked,   
“Would   you   like   some   more   coffee . 7 ”   
“Yes   please,”   I   responded,   “ P 8 lus   two   fried   eggs ’ , 9    bacon,   tomatoes   and   
mushrooms , 10 ”     

See   the   explanations   below:   

1  There   is   no   need   for   a   full   stop   here   because   ‘whilst’   is   a   connec�ve   and   the   sentence     
con�nues.     

2    ‘whilst’   is   a   �me   connec�ve   so   no   capital   le�er   is   needed   in   the   middle   of   this   sentence.   
3   York   is   a   proper   noun   because   it   is   the   name   of   a   place.   It   should   have   a   capital   le�er.   
4   i   should   be   capitalised.   
5   :   should   be   a   comma   in   place   of   the   colon   to   start   the   embedded   (subordinate)   clause.   
6   There   is   no   need   for   a   hyphen   between   lovely   and   blue.   
7   The   full   stop   should   be   a   ques�on   mark   as   this   is   a   ques�on.   

8   This   is   a   complete   sentence   that   has   been   interrupted   by   ‘I   responded’   therefore   no   
capital   le�er   is   needed   when   the   speech   is   con�nued   with   ‘plus’.   

9   No   apostrophe   is   needed   for   eggs   to   make   it   plural.   
10  There   should   be   a   full-stop   and   not   a   comma   a�er   ‘mushrooms’   before   the   speech   
marks.   It   is   the   end   of   the   sentence.   
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